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Actors sometimes find it necessary to reread the

ltn4r.a lJnu
A

.m.

play which they hat1e been enacting over a period of
months, trying to listen to it and absorb it as though
they were hearing it for the first time. A play can go
stale; so can a job, a marriage, or a course of study.
The existing events in our live& can lose their lustre
and seem flat and unprofitable.
Let a man be deprived of his
freedom for a few years, and then
how wonderful it is to step through
the prison gates! When a blind man
receives sight or a deaf person recovers hearing, the world is suddenly alive with new wonders. We take
so much for granted. The profound
and simple experiences of life need
to be reviewed periodically if life
is to remain exciting. Christmas is
a time for renewal

beyond the glitter of man's gaudy,
money-making gadgets. Peace is
there for those who seek it.
The peace of Christmas is not the
dead peace of inertia, the apathetic
peace of no controversy, the fearful
peace of the tyrant's heel, the indifferent peace of the cynic, the flabby peace of the coward, or the
hopeless peace of the vanquished.
The peace of Christmas is vibrant
and joyful, reflecting the inner security of those who know that nothing can separate them from the
love of God. They can face the best
and the worst with equanimity. The
courage of their convictions, the
boldness of their actions, the persistence of their endeavours, the
risks taken for dreams of a better
world make no sense without the
peace of Christmas.

To regain the lustre of Christmas demands a fresh look at the
wonder of it. The God beyond history threw Himself into the course
of it all and deliberately let the assassins prove His love. It was peace
He offered between God and men,
and peace among His creatures.
Jaded souls need the spotlight
which Christmas throws each year
May your peace be renewed this
on the creche. It stands in sharp
relief if we take the time to look Christmastide!
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YOU HAVE
A DATE

-Chess Club-Rooms 1 & 2 SUB
7:00 p.m.

The Christmas Gospel
by Arch Mclean, Student Council

Thurs., Dec. 19-Hockey McMaster
vs. W.L.U. (home) Waterloo
The good news of Christmas is
Thurs., Dec. 12--0n Campus Radio
Arena 7:00p.m.
is not a date in history for no one
Show Rm. #2 S.U.B. 4:30 knows with certainty when Christ
6:30
Fri., Dec. 20-Basketball St. John was born and the early church
Fisher College vs. W.L.U. knew nothing of Christmas day.
-Circle K meeting Rooms 1, 2
(home); auditorium 8:15
and 3 S.U.B. 7:15
The good news of Christmas is not
- Student Union. a festival with its gifts, fun, feast,
-I.V.C.F. Bible Study, room 2C8
4:30
and lighted Christmas tree. The
good news of Christmas is a per-Womens Dorm. Christmas ParLIBRARY HOURS DURING
son - "God's unspeakable gift" ty.
CHRISTMAS VACATION
God incarnate - "a saviour which
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Fri., Dec. 13-Basketball U of W
is Christ the Lord".
Monday, December 23rd
vs. W.L.U. (home) auditorium,
It is significant that Jesus Christ
Friday, December 27th
8:15
never asked His followen to celeMonday, December 30th
-Hockey W.L.U. at York U.
brate His birth. He did both invite
Tuesday, December 31st
(away) 2:00 p.m.
and command them to remember
Thursday, January 2nd
Him in His death, and to this end
Friday, January 3rd
Tues., Dec. 17 - German Club
He instituted a festival - the
NOTE: No evening hours
Christmas Party SUB lounge
Lord's Supper, a simple meal with
during holidays.
8:30
the simplest of elements, a piece of
E. Schultz, Librarian
-German Club-Music Room 7:30
bread, a cup of wine - which spoke
not of His birth, but of His atoning
death.
What then is the Gospel of
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Fresh Killed Pork
SECTIONS:

A. Class Float

B. Club Float

Finest Quality Assorted

C. Independent Entry
1ST PRIZE-Trophy plus Cash-$50.00 worth of prizes in all

RET AIL AND WHOLESALE STORE
BUY

Registration fee, $2.00, refundable on entrance of parade. All
interested classes, clubs and independent entries are asked to
return applications to the Winter Carnival Weekend Mail Box
in the S.U.B. Mark Attention: James Fensom, Float Chairman.
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is the Torque Room.
is a mess. From eight
n the morning until eleven
a: night the Room is open
Every day the place
rsr The food doesn't get
'<r but it doesn't get any
ther. At least here they
the status quo. Why don't
keep the place clean?
To~que Room is cleaned evthe floor, the table tops
ash trays; everything is
up. By ten o'clock in the
the floor is covered with
gum, cigarette butts; the
ps are covered with the
ir.gs besides dirty cups,
and empty pop bottles; the
are full of - - - everyis is sad action.
llcies in white working in
Room cannot be expectup student messes every
the hour. This is our job,
uh trays for ashes and putand bottles back in the
ovided.
D. Castle

Last week the New Democratic
Party scored a political upset by
winning Model Parliament.
This will be the first time the
N.D.P. has formed a government on
an Ontario university campus.
G. Pout Macdonald, N.D.P. candidate, received thirty-nine more votes than his nearest rival Robin Russell of the Liberals.
Dave Pady, Deputy Returning
Officer, said that of the total 857
ballots cast, N.D.P. received 336,
Liberals 297, P.C. 137 and Social
Credits 60.
He also stated that the N.D.P.
will have 26 seats, Liberals 22, P.C.
11, and Social Credit 5 in Model
Parliament. 66.3o/o of the student
electorate voted. Pady commented
further that there were 26 spoiled
ballots and one questionable.
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Abig step on the rood to success
is en early banking connection

and Erb Sts. Branch:

how you can guar
of life insuranc
the next 20 to 25
of your health or

Circle K
Convention
The Campus of W.L.U. has been
selected to play host to the annual
convention of Circle K on February
14, 15 and 16. Delegates will come
from Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes and will include such schools
as Western, Carleton, Ottawa and
Memorial. A total of fourteen institutions will be represented.
The theme of the convention will
stress methods o.f promoting individual dignity. Distinguished members of Kiwanis International as
well as local representatives will
also take part. The annual meeting will be sponsored as a joint
venture of W.L.U. and U of W,
but wtll take place largely on the
Campus of W.L.U.

I

Dave Black, editor of Chiaroscuro for the 63-64 term has announced the members of his editorial board. Diane Strahm, Peter Erb,
Richard Rooke and Barry Dickson
will accept material from students
who are interested in submitting to
the student literary magazine.
Deadline for submission has been
set for January 26. Mr. Black stated that he hoped students would
attempt to give the magazine a
well-balanced representation.
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697 Belmont Plaza
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Noon - $1.70
Evening - $2.50
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Hawks defea
Ryerson

Mcleod Quits P.C.'s over
party Policy
The following is the text of the
letter of resignation from Bill
McLeod, when he left the Progressive Conservative Club.
"In view of the political situation
on the campus of Waterloo University College, I find it necessary to
resign from the Progressive Conservative party on this campus.
"After careful consideration I
found that I could not support the
major planks in the platform. In
my opinion these policies ar e an
insult to the Progressive Conservative party of Canada, and t o the
intelligence of the students of Waterloo University College.
"Upon the results of what I believed to be a responsibly conducted opinion poll, the campus political
race seemed to me to be between
the Liberals and the N.D.P. I dislike socialism and I felt that the
Liberal Party was the only hope
for a free enterprise government
in the model parliament at W.U.C.
"For this reason and because of
my disagreement with the party
platform, I voted Liberal and encouraged others to do the same."
In an interview given after he
released the above letter, Mr. McLeod outlined his past history with
the J?.C. club. He was corresponding secretary in '60-61, President
in '61-62, and on the executive in
the capacity of past president in
'62-63.
Mr. McLeod stated that he told
Professor Frank Sweet of his actions and only those Liberals who
asked him how he voted. "They
(the Liberals) asked me first. This
started a rumor which I confirmed
when asked about it."
Ron Mogk, the P.C. candidate,

met me and said that he would try
to have me removed from the party, Mr. McLeod continued.
"You may call me a Fulton-HeesRobarts-Stanfield-Roblin Conservative, and a small 'L' liberal. I'm
disappointed with the P.C. party
on campus which I feel I helped
form," McLeod r emarked.
Robin Russell, the Liberal candidate, said, "In our democratic society it is a right to influence voters. Anyone who votes Liberal, or
P.C., or S.C., does not want an N.D.P. government. Subsequently,
anyone voting N.D.P. wants anN.D.P. government."
In a statement, Bernie Webber,
president of the ~.C. club, stated,
"The P.C. club is concerned that a
member of the club who had been
proposed for a position the Model
Parliament saw fit to support an
opposing party. The P.C. party
fought the campaign to win and
not to split anyone's vote. The action of the dissedent member was
entirely his own."
Ron Mogk, the P.C. candidate
said, "Those of us who have worked
on the campaign disclaim any of
the actions of the one individual involved."
Professor Frank Sweet said,
"This is the type of action that requires a great deal of personal integrity. This Mr. McLeod is obviously more interested in good
government than in party politics."

The W.U.C. Hawks defeated Poly
Technical Institute 8-5 in an exhibition game last Thursday at Waterloo Arena. The game was domina ted by chippy play, and some 65
minutes in penalties were handed
out, and at one time there were
seven men in the penalty box. It
was obvious that the Hawks will
need some further strength back of
the blue line if they hope to have a
successful season.
Both Harry Reynolds and Don
Desjardine scored two goals apiece
to give the Hawks a 4-2 lead at the
end of the first period. In the second period, Ryerson got one back
before Templer, Randle and Cartmill banged in three consecutive
goals. On Bill Cartmill's goal, it
appeared that he was accidentally
high-sticked and he was taken to

King and University
W ATE R l 0 0
All Student Needs and
Requirements

!.-_ _ _ ___;:_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:
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Men's Wear Ltd. :

: 34 King St. South, Waterloo :
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Compliments of

Harold McDermott

{ieO'ige KaJwell
Records and Hi-Fi

"Barber"

First Stop Downtown
King & Laurel
Waterloo

10% Student Discount
SH. 4-3712 - Waterloo Square

Famous for

Charcoal Broiled Shisk Kebab
Steaks and Spore Ribs
Italian Spaghetti
16 CHARLES ST., KITCHENER
Phone SH 5-6991

LTD.
Citroen - Peugeot - Alpine
and other Rootes products,
parts and service
New location:

1158 KING EAST, Kitchener
Phone SH 3-0461
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Students $1.00
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All you ready for exams? Are you ready for Christmas? Are you ready?

the question of the season. Hurry! There is not much time left!

oote that this is far more than a seasonal question. It is really a
question of life. Indeed it is fundamental to the entire hwnan
In season and out of season, in large things and in small things,
never leaves us alone.
in which we are helped with this "constant question of life" that can sometimes strike terror into our hearts.

and many another. Or see it in our
stars and angels, a virgin, roses
blooming in the winter snow, animals kneeling in the middle of the
night. The list is endless and the
champions are many who, on TV
and the radio and the stage, in
magazines and books and newspapers, and at parties and programs
everywhere, even in our Churches,
will insist again this year that
these are the "most important"
such rich variety. I enjoy things about Christmas.
Of course, there are some who
much as anybody. What I
ting to is our being fool- are "above" all of these things. To
thinking that these are the them the "Spirit of Christmas" is
important" things about very likely the "most important"
And so we miss the real thing. Let me quickly assure you
that I am not of this company. I
.eold magician's trick that think that most of these things are
a very real part of Christmas. I am
11!. Our attention is held by
not
at all "above" them. And fur•St important" action and thermore, I most certainly do not
miss the simple movement think that "The Spirit of Christthe results. Or, to change
mas" is the "most important" thing.
a little, we must keep
When Martin Luther was wrest.e fact that "The Enemy"
tries to keep us concerned ling with this sort of problem in
important" something- the sixteenth century he said in one
~st we see what is really of his Christmas Sermons. "They
do Mary wrong to claim that she
gloried not in her virginity but in
a look at this pre-occupaher
humility. She gloried neither in
the "miraculous" that
her virginity nor in her humility,
large in our Christmas
. both secular and sac- but solely in God's gracious rewe love to make that gard."

er, I get the distinct imthat, in spite of our desneed to be ready for what'e might bring, we keep tryturn this Season of Help into
of Escape. Our Christmas
IS increasingly dominated
mere trimmings of a Holy
coes not really help.

St. N., Waterloe
Jerry Arml
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The Christmas Question
from Francis K. Wagschal, University Pastor
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Listen to our talk
Santa Claus, elves, flying
and what have you. Or
on 34th Street",
and the Night Visitors",

There is a fine way of putting the
heart of it: "God's gracious regard"
for us. At Christmas we remind
ourselves of this constant truth. We
look again at the evidences within

us and about us of his many gracious gifts. And we remember that
with God's gifts as with all gifts
if we are not good stewards, if we
misuse the gifts or do not even
recognize them as gifts then all of
the beauty and joy and blessedness
that was meant for us becomes utterly and stupidly lost.
That is why we say that the life
question for all created beings is
simply and directly: Are you
ready? Are you ready to receive
and use God's gracious gifts? More
than that! Are you ready to receive
Him and to follow Him? It is especially at that point that we see
and know "God's gracious regard"
for us. And there is what Christmas is all about.

The Season really begins with
Advent where we are reminded that
"no man knows the day nor the
hour". "Awake". "Prepare". The
fact of His Coming to us is taken
for granted but the time and the
way "no man knows". We are to
"be ready' therefore. And there is
to be no whimpering: "When did
Here is the real miracle of Christwe see you hungry or thirsty or a
stranger or naked or sick or in mas and of every man's life: "In
.
Him was life and the life was the
pnson . . . •
In the Christmas Celebration it- light of men. The light shines in
the darkness and the darkness has
se~ ~e a:;e sharply reminded that not overcome it."
thls 1s no 1dle dream. He Who ComHe comes to us again this Christes came on that Christmas long ago
- "the Word became flesh and dwelt mas and indeed throughout all of
among us." (Substitute the word our lives with His matchles gifts
"secular" for "flesh". It helps us of Joy and Peace that pass all
get the point.) "God so loved the human understanding. Are you
ready for His Coming?
world that He gave His Son .. "
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In Epiphany the Blessed Season
draws to a close with our examining some of the many, many ways
that God makes himself manifest to
us. For He comes. Again and again
He comes to each of us throughout
our life. The reminders of Scripture
are always the same. It is in the
everyday experiences such as are
and have always been common to
man that we find God coming. Remember the list: little Bethlehem,
poor parents, a stable, shepherds,
foreigners, "good-for-nothing Nazareth, the inquisitive interest of a
teen-aged boy, the carefree happiness of a wedding feast, that constant presence of illness, the common threat of storms, and on down
the long list of any life's experiences. And in all of these God
comes to us and makes Himself
manifest, not because they are
"natural" nor because of some
' miraculous" interpretation but
simply because they are God's own" All things were made through
Him and without Him was not anything made that was made."
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Waterloo Lutheran University is bucking the trend
and charting a lone course in higher education, stated
Dr. Winiam J. Villaume in an interview with the Kitchener-Waterloo Record recently.
We agree with the statement by our university
president and we encourage the administration and the
Board of Governors to make every effort to retain this
institution as one of the last bastions of democratic
education in the province.
Democratic education to us means the absence of
financial control from the provincial government; the
right to chart our course as an independent entity in a
free society; and the opportunity to prove that a university such as ours can and will survive in a province
crowded with university factories at the present time
with more of these stereotype machines cropping up all
the time.
Of course, in order to survive, the university requires funds for development purposes. A National
Development Fund Campaign is presently in progress
to raise $2,100,000 for a new library and science administration wing. The appeal has been reaching businessmen for over a month now. These men and firms when
they contribute are helping a free enterprise university. This should be near the heart of any businessman
today who wants to keep his firm free from governmental control.
Waterloo Lutheran University deserves the support of students, alumni, business and industry. It will
not be lonely for the university if they all support it.
We hope that WLU receives the support it deserves.

We extend Christmas greetings to the students,
faculty and administration of the university.
We salute the girls in the Torque Room and the
Dining Hall who have survived the tria1s and tribulations of the first term.
We thank our advertisers, without whose support
the paper would not have been published each week.
And not at all least, we thank the staff of the
CORD who have put in long hours each week.
See you on January 16 ••••.. maybe.

W I N T E R C A R N I V A L S C U L P T U RES ORGANIZATIONS, RESIDENCES PLAN NOW CATIONS AVAILABLE JAN. 10th - S.U.B.
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"L'Editors"
Dead Editor,
Congratulations to your "accomplished" columnist, the author of
"Touche", for his courage to attack
everything about him. I often wonder if it is courage or egotistical
foolishness.
The man you chose is so versatile! - acknowledged in every field from foreign political parties to
literary revues. This is quite an accomplishment.
But my query is - must all of his
reports be so fallacious? His statements about Senator Goldwater
proved to be erroneous, but not
nearly as wrong as the article that
appeared in the Cord issue of December 3, 1963.
For correction purposes, it must
be noted that Mr. Munn, director of
the Campus radio program, invited
me to his show to let the students
of W.U.C. know that "Campus Canada" was available to them, if they
wished to purchase a copy. We, of
the C.U.S. commitee are only interested in making the facilities and
publications of The Canadian Union
of Students available to the students and not to "ram" anything
down their throats - no, not even
Mr. McLeod's.
I suggest to Mr. McLeod that he
be more careful when quoting
someone. I'm sure Messrs. Munn
and Lofft feel the same way.
In other issues of the Cord, Mr.
McLeod has fanatically objected to
an abstention of a vote by a member of council. Should we remind
him of the meeting of Council last
year from which he furiously exited
in a burst of anger leaving us without a quorum thus delaying important council business?
I guess we all try to forget our
own faults.
I'm certain all of us appreciate
the ideology behind the "Touche"
column, but surely Mr. McLeod
must be able to say something constructive sometime!
Tony Liberta

Dear Sir:
As observer at the
ing at which the poli
presented their views to
body, I was forced to
respect for campus po
it disgusting to see tba
date for the office of
ter in Model Parliam
even the courtesy to
views of the other
found it necessary to 1
respect by making g
the other candidates
If party politics on
degenerate to this, th
there should be a spec
courtesy to replace 1
an important constituent
society, and the feMlf
a "dirty business" findJ
when an incident such
curs. As many said af
ing, "If this is politics
part of it."

n n students
ry closely
Christmas:
-•-r••n·_ I hope their

----------

random.
"I expected the Libt
because they had the
paign, but last year's
crease seemed to ill
year's win."
"If the people who
been out of university
ing), the election wou d
Liberal."
"Thank God this elec
go beyond the university
"I don't think the .,,A_ ,111111111
for the party, but for the
Pete Rempel was an
felt that the turnout
been bigger. When he
result of the election he
is a complete surprise. I
popular opinions on
that even Pout's hopes
high."
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volvement that Goodings wanted
a full-time job.

Bill McLeod

BINNY'S BUNKHOUSE
C!Dera! things are run democratically at this University and
are treated like adults, at least until they demonstrate they
act like them. The one consistent, blatant exception to this· policy
Women's Residence. The dignity and worth of the inmates is
and ignored.
people responsible for the regulations have taken it for grantwomen, unlike the men, are unable to decide for themselves
come in and go out. Even if a woman is twenty-one years old
an adult in every segment of our society, the powers
mthe Women's Residence consider it their bounden duty to
when she should be tucked into her bed.
disgusting example of contempt for disciplinary reasons
exists in this residence. Imagine what would happen if half
arrested a citizen, acted as judge, jury, and crown attorney
determined and meted out his punishment. More columns
would be protesting.
most nauseating little gems of information have a habit of
on the bulletin board in this Residence. For example it is a
offence not to attend a dorm meeting. The House Committee
power to discipline women who do not conform to certain
of dress in the dining hall. eg.-no slacks except on Fridays.
noopers who inform on the offenders check on the Roman
to see if they eat their fish?
most subjective regulation when it comes· to being enforced, is
room nonsense. If a Don has it out for one of the women
agood way to pin something on her. If a woman pays for her
shouldn't be anybody's business what it looks like as long as
open the door to get out and the cleaning women are not
more disgusting are the sweet little brats who are brainthinking what is happening is good for them. These hyponentities spend their time buttering up the House Mother,
what a sweet old soul she really is, and how perfectly wonregulations are.
•ugh for the adults to do much about the situation. The easy
to leave, but it certainly isn't the courageous way. The first
stand up for her rights and her dignity, and make a move
and/or moderate the regulations and the kangaroo court
them will make a most significant contribution to the
•men students who will attend this university. She will also
very closely by the House Committee.
Christmas: Especially to the Juniors and Seniors at 25
I hope their request to Santa Speckeen will be granted.

·~

by Garth Wilson
The teacher asks her class to ex- to take His life. The journey to
press what Christmas means. One Golgotha was no different. Calvary
child asserts "It is a time when and suffering were ever with Him,
everyone at home seems to be a ever before Him. The purpose of
little happier than usual." However the Incarnation was finally expresshe doesn't know the exact reason. ed in the Cross. Christmas was the
Another anticipates candies and beginning of the intense and paingifts, a time when he will be treat- ful struggle of Passion Week. But
ed a little better than usual. In all there also was an Easter morn
this something is conspicuous by which proclaimed that the fight was
its absence. The event which the not in vain. The Victim was the
Yuletide season acknowledges has Victor. The forces which plummet
not been interpreted for the child. life to the depth of ruin and despair
Is the essence of Christmas giving were conquered.
gifts and an increase of pleasure?
Now in retrospect Christmas is
Yet another child scrawls across illumined for us in the light of the
his paper, 'Christmas means to me other important events of the
the time when the little baby Jesus Church year. In his sermon "Jesus
came.'
Christ in the Front-line Trenches,"
The child has said well, 'Jesus Helmet Thielicke, the German theocame'. To end here however is to logian states, 'Jesus Christ did not
miss the purpose of His advent. The remain at base headquarters in
circumstances which brought about heaven receiving reports of the
the appearing of the Eternal Word world's suffering from l:telow, and
as one of us, are without interpre- shouting a few encouraging words
tation. We cannot however blame to us from a safe distance. No, He
our children for they are products left the headquarters and came
of our era. An era which emphasiz- down to us in the front-line trenches the secular at the expense of es, right down to where we live and
recognizing the One who is "Lord worry, where we contend with our
anxieties and the feeling of emptiof all life".
ness and futility, where we sin and
We move to a busy street, any- suffer guilt and where we must finwhere, North America. The crowd- ally die. There is nothing he did not
ed main artery bristles with holi- endure with us. He understands evday activity. We converse with Mr. erything.' When someone else is
Average Citizen. To him Christmas wounded he understands
our
means a time of "peace on earth, wounds. Christ, the Captain of our
good will towards men." The prob- salvation, endured the pain, bore the
lem is that our subject removes brunt of sin in the stead of those
these words from their context. The who come to Him. To those aware
proper context is acquaintance on of their emptiness, the blessed
a personal level with the Giver of words "Come unto me all ye that
peace. He is the hermeneutical labour and I will give you rest"
principle that unlocks the true are meaningful. For response to
meaning of Christmas.
the means purpose and comfort
What then did the Advent mean to meaningless lives.
to Jesus Christ? It meant suffering
Christmas first, foremost and alsorrow and bitter battle with that ways proclaims God is with us, God
which alienates man from his Crea- came amongst us and yearns that
tor. The cradle and the cross were we come to Him. We are to be the
of the same wood. Even as He lay benefactors. Are we participating
in the manger forces were at work in the benefits of His grace?
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vid Jenkins, of
g the primary ob. MseLan pointed
Jenkins had said
ary purpose and
only issue with
Jst concern itself
onfederation. Mr.
aid, according to
verything we ( Gear should be or; vital issue.
; three years we
fferent objectives
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:ision to withdraw
this organization
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AT RANDOM

with Pete
Rempel

In 1897 a New York newspaper printed an answer to a little girl's
question as to whether Santa Claus really existed. It seems that the
red-suited devil himself saw that maudlin reply and decided to give her
a straight answer. How his letter came into our hands we cannot
divulge but have reproduced most of it below.

Mike Morris, Cord
Pete Case, Assitant to
will be attending the &DII
al conference of Canadiu
si ty Press in Vancouver
Christmas holidays.
This was announced thi
In commenting on the
Pete Case stated that 11
a rewarding and enlirh
perience for both the
himself.
The Cord should be ab

Dear Virginia,
Do I exist? - You're damn right I do, kid. Only it's not the way
you think. I am not that gentle Miracle-on-34th-Street type as I am
usually portrayed. I am a mean man . . . and a spiteful creature.
How could I be anything else?
I am a product of man's imagination. Created only to usurp the
real meaning of Christmas because he found that he could not face
the truth. Mankind, Virginia, is an egotistic practitioner of self-deception. He likes to think that because of technical advances he, too, is
moving forward; but at Christmas, if he discovers its true meaning,
he faces a refutation of his pet theory.
He will readily admit that Christmas is the celebration of the
birth of Christ; but he will not carry it further to the question, "Why
did Christ come?" Oh, sure, he came to save us from our sins - but
WHY! Only when man asks himself this question and then looks about
him does he realize that his nature is still the same. Despite science
and everything else he is still the horribly pathetic and shameful
creature that he was 2,000 years ago.
He cannot and will not accept the fact that Christ had to come and
die for his sin: that pit of putrescence he can never escape through
his own power.
This, then, Virginia, is the real meaning of Christmas: Jesus, the
Son of God, had to come and die in order to save a miserable creature,
which, if judged by human standards, would not be worth the bother.
The only reason for joy at this time is that God had such great love for
his creatures that he sent Christ to face such a horrible death.

Vancouver: Which Way? ?

ZELLER~S
RETAILERS

TO

THRIFTY
•

I

CANADIANS
0

0/!Pn 11 geaute Future BAl.
Fll.ft PtomDI!M Ml/OUAf
AfPA.m7&td~

Don't get the idea, kid, that I am only that chubby character in
the white beard that your older friends have stopped believing in. Not
by a long shot. I am a symbol of that whole fiction that man has created
to take his mind from the essential fact of Christmas.

Here is a rewarding opportunity where your
initiative and personal talents will be appreciated
and rewarded. You will receive on-the-job tralnlq
designed to prepare you for rapid advancemenl
Promotion is from within the company, and is
based on individual performance.

Even that phrase, "Peace on earth, goodwill toward men", has
been assimilated into this rationalization. Have you noticed how readily
this phrase flo.ws from everyone's lips at this time of year? But man
can't have peace on earth, his self-centred ambition won't let him. Even
if he could attain it he would kick it aside. And still he goes on mouthing his hypocrisy. To show his "goodwill toward men" he rushes into
stores to purchase expensive gifts with which to buy his friendship.
Love cannot be bought.

If you are graduating in the faculty of Commerce,
Arts or Science.
If you. possess leadership ability and sell·COII·
fidence.
If you possess imagination, ambition, and u
interest in people.
If you are able and willing to accept periodic
expense-paid transfers.

I tell you this, Virginia; Ebeneezer Scrooge, before the visit of
Marley, had the conception of Christmas as I represent it, he knew
that it had become "a poor excuse for picking a man's pocket every
twenty-fifth of December."

If you fulfill the above requirements, consider a
career with Zeller's Limited, a growing Canadiu
Retail Company with 100 stores in 70 cities. Suecess in the Training Programme leads to Store
Management or to .other executive positions iD
the Buying & Executive Office.
Starting salary will be commensurate with your
qualifications and experience. Employee benefits
include, Pension Plan, Group Life and Health
Insurance, Profit Sharing, and Summer and
Winter Vacations.
Visit the Placement Office to Ieam more about
the career opportunities with Zeller's, and to
arrange an interview with a company represeutative who will be on campus on:

Just look around you at Christmas time, Virginia, and you will see
how successful I have been. I think that I can say with some pride
that, singlehandedly, I have done to Christmas what time and all of the
western world have done to Remembrance Day. At one time it, too,
may have had some meaning; but now it has become only a senseless
parody of the original. It has become a holiday for you and your
schoolmates who have no memory of the wars or why they were
fought. It has become a time when paunchy legion members can leave
the pub long enough to march in a parade and show off those baubles
with which men like Hitler and Napoleon were able to rally the masses
behind them and send their followers, smiling courageously, to their
deaths.
I am known by kids like yourself, Virginia, in almost every country
in the world. One of my most common names is "St. Nick"; but often I
think that I should sign myself,
Old Nick.

JANUARY 15th, 1964
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Morris&Ca
Head to
Vancouver

K- W Little Theatre Review

Mike Morris, Cord Editor
Pete Case, Assitant to the
will be attending the annualu·
al conference of Canadian U
sity Press in Vancouver o·
Christmas holidays.
This was announced tbla ·
In commenting on the conf•
Pete Case stated that it abo
a rewarding and enligbtenlq
perience for both the Editor
himself.
The Cord should be able to
fit from the information rlea
the conference, Case conclud·

Take a newly married couple who
are trying to turn an old manor
into a boarding bouse, link a murder in London and a homicidal
maniac to the place, and because
of the snow isolate it from the
world, add five guests; a bad-tempered lady judge, a young architect
named Christopher Wren, a retired
Major, a masculine young woman,
an unexpected guest, and add a Detective Sergeant and the theory is
that this all adds up to an enjoyable evening of K-W Little Theatre
entertainment.

by R. Rooke

THE MOUSETRAP

Good theories unfortunately do
not always add up to successful
plays and this is one theory that
went awry. For one thing in a murder-mystery suspense is essential
and suspicion must focus on each of
the suspects in turn. To achieve
this good timing is essential and
this was one of the faults of the
play. Particularly in the First Act
the pauses came at the wrong time
so that when some deliberate awkward pauses were attempted much
of the effect was lost. The final surprise ending was sufficiently startling but a few clever touches by the
Director would have prepared the
audience and so make the characterization particularly of Sergeant
Trotter and Major Metcalf consis·
tent.
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Molly Ralston was played timidly

7~

1fltdHdtt

fltlt s~
48 King St. S., Waterloo
Your Headquarters for that
Unusual Gift

by Liz Honsberger who improved
as the evening progressed. I feel
however that she did not give as
great a depth to her part as she
could have. Giles Ralston played by
Kirk North was one person that I
could not believe in. His characterization seemed wooden and he had
trouble with his hands, and they
often dangled awkwardly by his
side. He did not seem to believe in
his part and appeared just waiting for his cue that he could get
the play over and done with. I enjoyed Leo Burns who played Christophere Wren with a verve and vigour that most of the others lacked.
His movements were sure, his character was constant and he was obviously enjoying himself. Janet
Keating did a good job as Mrs.
Boyle, the opinionated judge. Major Metcalfe played by Sam Connor
did a fair job but was too subdued
and not commanding enough. I
would have liked to have seen the
Director develop this character a
little more than was done and perhaps foreshadow later developments. Tricia Pettet played Miss
Casewell very well and she dominated the stage whenever her brilliant red hair appeared. Mr. Paravicini was played aptly by Bruce
Bricknell whose slickness carried
the part successfully but his voice
should have been louder. John
Wright played Sergeant Trotter in
a subdued way and could have
showed enjoyment in his part.
Applications for the position of Photography Manager
for the Board of Publications
will be accepted until December 17, 1963. Submit applications in writing to Jim Dean,
Chairman, stating
name,
course, year, and previous experience in photography, if
any.
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Victory/Victory!
Victory! Victory! We finally did
it! - - - We won! These were some
of the jubilant comments of Pout's
supporters at the counting station.
Offer Model Parliament Voting
Pout Macdonald stated, "We hope
that we can do the job in Model
Parliament that the students think
we can. I would like to thank all
concerned with the campaign and
especially those who voted for us."
The Liberal leader Robin Russell
had this to say, "It is always disappointing to lose an election, especially by so narrow a margin. We
will, however, take up our role as

opposition with enthusiasm. For
those who supported us, thank you,
and congratulations to Pout Macdonald on his success.

I gm·~~ you were
lih \1 a~ :so glad
a dozen long-s
like though. He
to my ear the
h from the ver)
b by.

Ron Mogk the P.C. candidate
commented, "I'm quite disappointed with our showing. It was a fine
campaign on all sides."
The Socred leader, Dave Uage,
said, "We are disappointed, however we have made an improvement
over last year which is encouraging. We have enjoyed this campaign and are looking forward to
Model Parliament.

Pout Macdonald, NDP leader,
Ken Dick after victory.

Have you considered
the opportunities of a career
in sales, actuarial, investment
or administration?
If so, the representatives of The Mutual Life
of Canada would be most pleased to discuss
with you further the rewarding opportunities
of an insurance career with The Mutual Life.

Mr. D. E. Weaver, F.L.M.I., Asst. Comptroller
Mr. C. A. Cline, MBA, Personnel Dept.
will be visiting
Waterloo Lutheran University

Thursday, January 9th, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Contact your Student Personnel Office for Interview

HEAD OFFICE

WATERLOO, ONTARIO
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The Ca·n adian Union of Students should re-examine its position and determine its objectives
and it is time that the organization gave more than lip service

is the main aim, then it is time
they spent less time runnig con..tests and making travel arrangements for university students to
visit Europe in the summer and

with Peter F. Gadsby

Ia table . . . . Voltaire.
the Winter Wonderland! It's thermal underwear time
. I guess you were pretty choked up about having me back
Jlike was so glad that I didn't cany a grudge or nuthin. He
me a dozen long-stemmed roses. The ordeal must have been
,J' :llike though. He seems only a shell of his former self. I
up to my ear the other day and I could hear the ocean. Mike's
'ugh from the very beginning. He started out in life as an
baby.

know if you realize it or not but I'm planning on b1·anching
)'writing activities. I'm hard at work on a T.V. series and a

with Cord Reporter

Ste~
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tstom Tailoring, Alte rati
and Repair
10% Student Discount
Regina St. N.
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Coffee, lge. 10 oz. ja r $1.1
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$1
iickens - Grade A, 2h •
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an, Tender, Pork Cho
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der s $5.00 and over
F REE DELIV

uitar and Folk Muslcla1
are invited to

iaymoub

usirallln
14
Banjos
ete Seeger Guitar Arraa.
ents - String Ac~

to the success of such T.V. shows as Sea Hunt and Gunsmoke,
on a series entitled Underwater Cowboy. I figure it's got
for everybody. The actors all wear ten-gallon hats and flip;t? water. ten-gallon.) In the first show there's this big climax
hero shoots it out with the villain who gets shot right in the
Ready? And the villain falls up.
play I'm working on is entitled: After Infinity - What? It's
of a blind olive and its seeing-eye pimento.
: Progressive silence.
''ng: The theatre is on fire.
does not rise - it is torn to shreds by the audience.
ene I.
a forty-five minute pause, Mildred speaks.
But Roger, why can't you face things as they are. It's been
three years since you were killed in that plane crash.
:, not that, Mildred. It's just that I feel I must paint.
You mean give up your wife and children, and your business,
go to Tahiti and paint?
Ye; ... but ... how did you know
I saw it last night on the late show.
Yiby are you bitter, Mildred?
Why shouldn't I be bitter? Fourteen years a nurse's aide, and
tee have they asked me to operate. Why? Why? Why?
Ycur hands are dirty.
That makes sense.
,ure it does.
lmvthe doctor today. Roger, the doctor told me I could never
children.
You're crying, Mildred. Why?
The children were with me.
Good man - Doctor Gleckle.

CURTAIN
ction picks up in the second act but I haven't written one yet.
all the Freshmen are happy now that Rev. Schultz has got
Never before have so many known so little about so much.
to the wise for all you potential 3-time-line-butters. The
the judicial committee are real nice people separately, but in
!:ey get real sadistic. I think the whipping post is a pretty
ny of keeping people in line. (Or out of line in this case.)
of the dining hall ... The other day I reached for some
pudding and it was purple. A thing like that can really put
ur game. Have you noticed that the hamburgers sometimes
.d flavour. I think they're frying them in Vita lis to keep them
but I'm not sure. Look at this way, you'll have a real wellstomach.
ord is out that Circle K is going to use the Boar's Head banke care" of Bill McLeod. So take a real close look at that
d as it goes by.
to thank everyone out there in Doodyville who thanked me
. Remember to send your Christmas cards early. You get
that way.
thinking. Wouldn't it be funny . . . .
East Wing added to WUC Arts building.
West Wing added to WUC Arts building.
Whole thing takes oil and flies south.

McLean further submitted
that he did not think that the
:s and accomplish! substantiated the
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Peter's Platitudes

volvement that Goodings wanted
a full-time job.

UNIVERSITY LECTURE

Thelifeofthe
timber wolf
The life of the timber wolf is the
subject of the second in the University Lecture Series to be given
in the amphitheatre this evening at
eight p.m. by Professor Douglas H.
Pimlott.
Professor Pimlott is Associate
Professor of Zoology in the University of Toronto.
He has been engaged in a program of research on the timber
wolf and he plans to discuss such
things as the life history of wolves
and the interactions of men and
wolves.
The lecturer will expand on his
topic through the use of slides.
Dr. W. E. Gwatkin, Chairman of
the University Lecture Series in a
memo to the faculty of WUC stated that he believes the evening will
be most interesting and hoped that
the faculty would announce the lecture to their classes and to the outside public.
Students are encouraged to attend.

I

SENIORS
May the coming Christmas
vacation be fruitful to you in
more ways than just a break
from studies. Let this also be
the time to re-evaluate your
choice of employment upon
graduation. The placement office begins co-ordinating interviews immediately following the holidays so check with
our office and bulletin boards
for possible interview schedules. Keep in mind that our
office does not guarantee you
employment. We only assist
you in seeking a job.
Merry Christmas & Happy
New Year.
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Fred Nichols,
Placement Office

MURRAY'S
STUDIO
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY

SCHMUCK
SHOES

Cameras - Films - Flashbulbs
40 King St. S.

Special Discount to Students
By Presenting Card

23 King North

SH. 2-6262

WATERLOO

Waterloo

WITCH-HUNTERS ON
CAMPUS

IingLONDON
(CUP) -Witch-huntis quickly becoming Canada's
favorite evening sport.
According to Hansel Brown, an
exchange student from New Jersey
and President of the well-known
Witch-Hunting and Burning Society (Western Affiliate), this popular Old World past-time is fast
gaining supporters everywhere.
Brown told the Gazette in an exclusive interview that the mysterious cage which has been on the
lawn at Middlesex for the last
month is actualy a witch-trap, not
a clever ruse by the Psychology Department as many think.

Brown said the trap is a rarity,
imported for the Society from New
Salem. Of unknown capacity (due
to a difference in witch weights and
measurements in Canada) the cage
is intended to produce a contestant
and a little publicity for the Soc.
iety in the up-coming Frosh Sweet.,
heart Contest. Brown said his group
hopes- to be able to match the famous Maryanne tradition.
Failing a win, Brown said he
hopes specimens will later be obtained for study by the USC's cultural affairs commission. The President asks that anyone interested
in the Society attend an organizational meeting this evening at midnight under the Richmond St.
bridge.

1963, Miss Cana·
;ity Snow Queen

9o't the 9 ine3t 9ooJ
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A lesson in B-Ba/1
from U. ofT.

"Kids say the darnd

CUS attack
UC Student

things"

by Patrick Noon

by Peter Christian Erb
The University of Toronto gave fore-checking by Bob Turner and
'n't wasn' long after that that ah
WUC a lesson in Basketball last John Lewis kept the ball in U. of heard footsteps in the attic an' one
week defeating the Hawks 98-51.
T.'s end until time ran out.
night when ah was all alone an' in
The score at the half was 50-28
Dave West was high scorer with bed ah heard somebody come up the
in favor of Varsity.
25 followed by Ed Bordas with 18. stairs from the kitchen 'n' through
The Blues attack featured the Bill Woloshyn and Nolan Kane had rna room t' the attic steps. Ah guess
ball handling and play making abil- 14 apiece while Arvo Neidie hit for whoever it was goin' t' that room
in the top o' the house. There was
ity of Dave West along with the 10.
a ladder up there in the attic that
strong rebounding of 6 ft. 8 in. Ed.
Bob Turner was best for the
Bordas, a product of Hamilton high Hawks scoring 15 points while Bill went t' that room so when ah heard
school basketball ranks. Varsity Doyle and John Lewis each hooped 'im go up there ah knew ah was
right: Mom an' Dad did keep spys
was moving the ball well.
8.
in the attic!
With 1:34 to go the Blues scored
Lineups - Toronto
Ah got down under the covers an'
their 98th point. It seemed inevit- James 2, McKenzie 2. O'Neil 8,
pulled rna knees up t' rna chin when
able that they would reach the cen- West 25, Baranowicz 2, W oloshyn
ah heard the steps. Ah figured ah'd
tury mark but with the crowd urg- 14, Kane 14, Ouchterlony 3, Neidre
better go t' the policem'n the next
ing them on the Hawks held. Bor- 10, Bordas 18 - 98
momin' since he'd prob'ly wanta
das had a great chance from the
know about it but Mom kept mi
top of the key but missed with a
-Hawks
busy so ah never did get t' see 'im.
jump shot. Varsity had a 3 on 2 Chris 2, Collins 4, Cuff 2. Dart 5,
The next day was Sunday an'
Doyle
8,
Gorman,
Lewis
8,
Luizon,
situation when Ted Chris stole the
while Nick an' me were waitin' in
ball on a great effort. Some great Ochiena 3, Turner 15, W odbum 4.
the car for Mom 'n' Dad t' go t'
church ah asked Nick if he'd ever
thought that there might be a secLA VIE CRUELLE.
ret room in the top o' the attic.
Onze heures . . . Paris . • .
He said, "Ya mean Mom 'n' Dad
Une silhouette solitaire dans Ia tempete,
might keep our Christmas presents
Le visaAe laboure par le froid piquant,
up there 'n' that?"
Le front plisse par le souci,
Ah just said "Ya," 'n' didn't say
Des traces de larmes erprimant sa solitude,
any more 'cause Nick was too youn
Un petit Aar<;on ..
any more 'cause Nick was too
Papa mort . • .
young t' understand anyway.
Maman aussi . • .
So when Dad got out t' the car
Noel . . .
ah ask'd 'im about the secret room
Au dedans; la gaiete, le rire, la rejouissance,
ai' he realy got embarassed an'
Les etrennes, les baisers, la chaleur, famour.
coughed. Ah knew ah was right.
Dehors . . .
He said there was no such room
Un pas solitaire ~achemine ver11 le cimetiere.
'n' the ladder went up t' the roof
Un pas delaillant, lourd, piteur . . .
outside but ah knew he was coverUn petit gar<;on • • •
ing it up so ah didn't say any more
Les mains nues, bleues, meurtries,
an' we went off t' church.
Les vetements en haillons,
Le reAard perdu . • •
Ah never could figure how ah'd
MINUIT ••• MlNUIT CHRETIENS!!!
get them spys t' show themselves
Sur Ia tombe de ses parents,
an' their leader who'd a face like
Le corp11 endolori par le soullle cruel du vent,
a Jap an' ran the 5 'n' 10. Ah asked
Les joues baiAnees de larmes,
Mom when he'd come t' town but
A genoux,
she said she didn't know - she
Seul • • .
guessed he'd bin there all his life.
Las ••.
Ah didn't wanta ask any further in
Un petit gar<;on
case she'd get suspicious but ah
Bernard N. Forestell
was sure he'd come before the war
when he knew it was comin' an'
that he was still a spy.

Ah fin'llr figured a
those spys so ah f
tack 011e day on ma
woulda knov.11 from
bad heart but it
din' cause they
time through a I
wall an' if they dul11
fakin' they woulda
tell Mom an' ah c
Ah know it's a

hit and miss basis" of
the apparent ignoring
al came under fire as
ftnger at Dave Jenkins,

more but the) m1gh
Russians so ab tu111
wall with the pe p
dress t' go t' bed.
ready 'bout tumln'
was undressin' so
'em so much they'd
she'd bawl me ou

---------

convincing 42-19
erson girls .• 'ever Ia
W.U.C. girls bad
mand of the gam
the end of the first
the half and 27-7 at

winners with 17 an
ly while Joyce Ltt L
for Ryerson.
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